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Conquest Activities
(09.30 - 12.00)

A QUEST morning runs from 9.30 to 12.00. Dragons can sign up 

for activities in one or both sessions, or opt for one of the longer, 

“Conquest” activities. All of the activities fall into five strands, capturing 

the variety of opportunities on offer throughout the QUEST:
QUEST is open to all D and E Block children, whether day or boarders, and 

regardless of whether or not they have been involved in the programme 

previously. Dragon QUEST is driven by three key principles: 

Discover...  

Develop…  

Dare…  

The Three Ds are intended to extend each Dragon beyond the traditional 

classroom, recognising the importance of the wider development of individuals, 

and the value that senior schools place upon this.

#DiscoverDevelopDare 

To round off the inaugural year of Dragon QUEST, this brochure details the 

enrichment curriculum available for the fifth and final Module. Dragon QUEST has 

become an essential part of the Dragon experience, giving children opportunities 

to learn about the broader context of life and engage with the world around 

them. It balances the academic rigour of the school week and provides scope for 

new pursuits and passions to be fostered. 
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#
new interests from a range of cross-
curricular activities and pursuits

new skills, working within a supportive 
and encouraging environment

to do something new, embracing the 
new opportunities that life has to offer. Q U E S T

Quiet and 
Question

Understand 
and Create

Exploration and 
Adventure

Skills and 
Society

Train 
and Play
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Session 1
(09.30)

Session 2
(11.00)

Bun Break 
(10.30)

Registration 
(10.45)

Registration 
(09.45)

Lunch 
(12.00)



Module 5 will run as a block of four weeks, 
with dates as follows: 

May 8th, 15th, 22nd, June 12th. 

In order to make the most of the adventure, we expect that children 

will commit to every session within a module. In many cases groups do 

become full so places in some activities are keenly sought after, therefore 

commitment and attendance are important.

To provide consistency and allow the children another chance to      

experience opportunities from before, most activities are rolled over. There is 

also a sprinkling of new activities to enjoy to keep the programme dynamic 

and fresh.

With appropriate staff training and support, backed up by help from 

external suppliers where particular expertise is required, we can 

continue to offer exciting new ventures, whilst maintaining the 

highest standards and quality of delivery across our enrichment 

curriculum.  We have failed, unless we have 
helped the child to develop their 
mind and their capacities in their 
own way, unless we have given them 
full scope for all of the imagination 

and originality that is in them.
Skipper Lynam, 1908

The following pages detail the activity 
offerings for Module 5: A Summer QUEST.  

Whatever Dragons aspire to do, QUEST will 
strive to cater for everyone, with breadth 
and variety at the heart of the programme.
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FAQs
All your questions 

answered.



Q  Classical Dragons
09.30-10.30 
Part 5 of this course (no previous experience required) is designed to help 

Dragons discover the diverse cultures of Ancient Athens and Sparta. We will 

look at the development of each city state with their different constitutions 

and the cultures which arose from them. The development of Athenian 

democracy and the militaristic focus of Sparta will both be studied. The 

clash of the two cities in the Peloponnesian War as the Spartans confronted 

the challenge of the Athenian Empire to their hegemony over Greece will 

also be explored. In the final week we will visit the Ashmolean Museum to 

look at artefacts which reflect these two leading Ancient Greek cities.

Q  Worldly Dragons
11.00-12.00 

A current affairs club covering events around the world in a 

language that is accessible for children. With the help of 

different media platforms, this is sure to make children 

more curious about the world they live in, highlighting 

its mysteries and wonders. Our budding journalists 

will explore the growing phenomenon of Fake 

News; what it is, why the medium exists and 

develop tools on how to spot and cross 

reference internet news for authenticity. 

The children will celebrate their new found 

skills by recording their own fun fake news 

stories using iMovie technology.

Quiet & Question
A cognitive and intellectually stimulating 
focus, discovering new material to 
challenge the mind...

9.30 Classical Dragons
11.00 Worldly Dragons
11.00 Snap Dragons
CQ Cultured Dragons
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Q  Snap Dragons
11.00-12.00 
Dragons love to be in front of the camera but what are they like behind 

the lens? Snap Dragons is an introduction to photography where the 

children will discover what makes the perfect snap. The four weeks will 

cover technical aspects such as light, composition, framing and depth 

of field using mediums such as portraits, pets and flowers to develop 

their learning. All keen photographers welcome with only a sense of fun 

and adventure necessary.

Q  Cultured Dragons
The ‘City of Dreaming Spires’, on the Dragon’s doorstep, is a magical 

and mystical place. Join Mr C-J for five weeks of exploration around 

Oxford and get to know what makes it special and 

world-renowned. With locations such as the 

Castle, Covered Market, University, Cathedral, 

Ashmolean Museum and Bodleian Library 

amongst its treasures, as well as many 

sites that have doubled as filming 

locations, there certainly is lots for 

the Dragons to explore.
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U  Culinary Dragons
09.30-10.30 (D Block)   11.00-12.00 (E Block)
Under the expert guidance of Holroyd Howe’s cookery teacher, QUEST 

is delighted to introduce a double helping of Culinary Dragons giving 

a unique insight into the tricks of the culinary trade. Not only will the 

children learn about the origins and versatility of various ingredients, 

they will also explore how different cultures around the world embrace 

food using their own unique dishes and customs, focusing on a different 

recipe each week.

U  Dragons Rock
09.30-10.30 
Building on the phenomenon that is ‘School of Rock’, Dragons can take 

part in band sessions and develop musical skills alongside their friends 

to perform as a tight and dynamic group of musicians. Coached by 

industry professionals, discovering how to perform classic hits as part of 

a band is a rock ‘n’ roll experience not to be missed.

U  Crafty Dragons
09.30-10.30 
The best presents are the personal gifts that have had time and care 

put into their making. Crafty Dragons is an opportunity for children to 

show their ingenuity and enjoy engaging in some fun and creative craft 

activities, producing beautiful handcrafted gifts. From book marks to tie-

dye, these can be kept as wonderful souvenirs or be presented to friends 

and family as thoughtful bespoke gifts.
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#DiscoverDevelopDare

Understand & Create
A chance to get creative juices flowing, 
develop artistic or culinary skills, or take 
to the stage...

9.30 Culinary Dragons (D)
9.30 Dragons Rock
9.30 Crafty Dragons 
9.30 Banksy Dragons
11.00 Culinary Dragons (E)
11.00 Dragon Hits
11.00 Fire-Breathing Dragons
11.00 Dragon TV

U



U  Banksy Dragons
09.30-10.30 
Banksy is known for his creative and often thought-provoking murals. 

Dragon’s will get to emulate the enigmatic artist with the children getting the 

opportunity to design and create a piece of street art to grace and enhance 

an area of the school. Imagination and overalls a must, this is sure to be a 

popular choice for Dragons who love leaving their mark!

U  Dragon Hits
11.00-12.00 
Perhaps the band life is not for everyone and a career as a recording artist is 

more appealing. Dragons can learn to write, perform and record their own 

songs in the Dragon Recording Studio, developing specialist musical tech 

skills. Here they can dare to take an idea all the way from poem to finished 

pop product, uploading it to the web for all to enjoy. Imagine Dragons, that 

first record label could be just around the corner!

U  Fire-Breathing Dragons
11.00-12.00 
“Where there is smoke, there is fire”? In our case, where there is smoke, there 

will be Dragons. On this QUEST, children will set forth creating traditional 

Japanese Raku ware! Each child will explore several different hand building 

ceramic techniques and glazing processes. For the grand finale, the work 

will be fired in the old-school Raku way. Yes, there will be smoke, but the end 

result will be beautiful handmade works of art adorned with unpredictable 

glazing results.
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U  Dragon TV
11.00-12.00 
The Dragon has a tremendous relationship with TV and film, with many ODs 

going on to receive theatrical acclaim on many platforms, both in front of 

and behind the camera lens. Discover the art of filmmaking in this fun, hands 

on and highly creative course. Whether interested in acting, directing, filming 

or editing, this course will give you the full filmmaking experience from script 

to screen, finishing the module with your own completed video clips to take 

home and watch.



E  Dragon Ordinates
09.30-10.30 
Orienteering is a sport that involves a race marked out on a map. 

As well as learning to recognise map symbols and read a map, the 

Dragons will discover how to use a compass and to gauge distances 

with more accuracy. They will race against others in following routes 

on a map with the aim of finding certain check points. We will start off 

developing these skills on the school site, and then put what they have 

learnt into practice in other settings.

E  Dragons in the Wild
11.00-12.00
Dragons are at their best in the wild, mixing creative flair with 

innate adventure. Here, the children will learn the arts of bush craft, 

uncovering and exploring what nature has to offer right on their 

doorstep. From building dens to identifying lesser known ’bush tucker’, 

Dragons in the Wild is sure to foster a curiosity of one’s surroundings!

E  Dragon Antlers
Founded in 2017, Church Farm in nearby Sunningwell has been 

specially established as a leading Red Deer Farm with state-of-the-art 

handling facilities. This wonderful facility allows great opportunities 

for learning that Dragons would love to embrace. Alongside general 

deer husbandry, it promotes a better understanding and appreciation 

of the issues concerning the countryside including: agriculture, rural 

affairs, the environment, where food comes from and food production.

With over 350 deer to observe and admire, this is a great opportunity 

to learn about one of Britain’s best loved but more secretive mammals.

Exploration & 
Adventure
Encouraging Dragons to dare to go 
beyond their comfort zone, outdoors or 
into a nature project...

9.30 Dragon Ordinates
11.00 Dragons in the Wild
CQ Dragon Antlers *
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Skills & Society
Learn new lifelong skills, help the 
community, and make a difference to the 
lives of others...

9.30 Greenclawed Dragons
9.30 Dragon Responders
11.00 Dragon Bees
CQ Bikeability Dragons ‡

S
S  Dragon Responders

09.30-10.30 
What child doesn’t get mesmerised by seeing the flashing blue lights of our 

amazing emergency services? During this module we are lucky enough to 

welcome members from both the Ambulance Service (Paramedics) and 

Police to the school, to inspire our young Dragon Responders with their 

experiences, knowledge and equipment. Combined with sessions of first aid 

including wound care, burns and scalds, bleeds and fainting, the experience 

will provide invaluable knowledge of basic medical care that the children 

can apply given the appropriate situation.

S  Greenclawed Dragons
09.30-10.30 

This activity caters for those Dragons with green 

claws and a taste for the Good Life! During 

this module, Dragons will cultivate their 

very own allotment, producing fruit 

and vegetables that can be used 

in the Holroyd Howe kitchens for 

the wider school community 

to enjoy. Everyone knows that 

food tastes better when you 

grow it yourself and along 

with its well documented 

mental and physical 

benefits, gardening really is 

an activity for all.
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‡ Eligible for children aged 9 years and above.



S  Dragon Bees
11.00-12.00 
At the Dragon, we are lucky enough to have our own apiary, complete 

with several bustling beehives, in a recently expanded and improved 

enclosure. Using a hands-on approach, Dragon Bees will give children 

the opportunity to learn lots about our winged friends, including how 

important they are and how to care for them. Dragons will develop 

some basic beekeeping skills, like how to inspect the hives, spot 

a queen, and maintain a healthy environment for bees. Perhaps 

there’s more to beekeeping than eating honey!

‘…The only reason for being a bee that I know of is making honey… 

And the only reason for making honey is so as I can eat it.’ Winnie-

the-Pooh, A. A. Milne.

S  Bikeability Dragons
Formerly known as Cycling Proficiency, Bikeability educates children how 

to navigate today’s busy and dangerous roads under the expertise 

and guidance of road safety professionals. Based on the government 

approved National Standards for cycle training, it will help Dragons 

gain practical cycle skills and understanding on how to cycle on today’s 

roads giving them the skills and confidence for all kinds of cycling. Led 

by the Road Safety Education Team at Oxfordshire County Council’s 

Fire & Rescue Service, Bikeability delivers wide-ranging and long-lasting 

benefits to children, families and communities.
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Dragon  
Responders

09.30-10.30 



T  Paddle Dragons
09.30-10.30
A little known fact is that Dragons love water, despite the soggy scales! 

Utilising the river Cherwell at the bottom of our very own Bardwell Road 

fields, Paddle Boarding requires balance, skill and an appreciation of getting 

wet. Under the watchful eye of a qualified instructor, this is a wonderful 

opportunity for the children to discover one of the world’s fastest growing 

recreational sports.

T  Aquatic Dragons
09.30-10.30
Aquatic Dragons is an opportunity to develop water confidence and 

competence in the school’s 25m pool through a variety of activities and 

challenges. No two weeks are ever the same, apart from guaranteed fun 

and fitness. There will be challenges to test team work, technique and 

problem solving capabilities as the Dragons work to conquer the water. 

T  Dragon Arrows
11.00-12.00
Have you ever yearned to be Robin Hood, or the famous Swiss folklore 

hero William Tell? If so, then Dragon Arrows is the QUEST activity for 

you. While we won’t necessarily be shooting apples off each other’s 

heads...we will be learning the basics of archery (using soft sucker 

arrows), participating in a variety of archery-related fitness games and 

developing skills designed to improve both your bow skills, and your 

general fitness. Dragon Arrows is a QUEST activity aimed primarily at 

beginners, but those with some experience are welcome too.
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Train & Play
An energetic option and a chance to 
learn new disciplines beyond the Games 
Programme...

9.30 Paddle Dragons (D)
9.30 Aquatic Dragons
11.00 Dragon Arrows
11.00 Sporticus Dragons
CQ Reining Dragons *
CQ Dragon Putters *

T

NEW

* Denotes additional charge



Contact

Tim Knapp
Director of Dragon QUEST

E: timothy.knapp@dragonschool.org

www.dragonschool.org/quest
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T  Sporticus Dragons
11.00-12.00
Dragons love sport and here they will get to experience and learn a new 

and diverse sporting pursuit each week. There will be the opportunity 

to develop new skills and discover new rules of sports played around 

the world. For all levels and abilities, the only things required is a ’can-do’ 

attitude and sense of fun.

T  Dragon Putters
The Dragon has a long history of golf with the Draconian first referencing 

the sport in 1912. Through QUEST, that legacy can continue as Dragons of 

all abilities have the chance to develop their game at one of Oxfordshire’s 

finest golf courses. Under the watchful eye of PGA Professional and 

Kirtlington Academy manager, Andy Taylor, the children will have expert 

advice on how to improve their swing and finesse their putting, as well 

as tactical game management and course etiquette. Move over Tiger, 

there’s a Dragon coming!

T  Reining Dragons
Dragons riding horses sounds like a fairy-tale and this is the chance to 

make it become reality. Here, the children can discover and develop a 

love of horses, through the mediums of polo and equestrian. An activity 

for all levels and riding experience, ranging from starter to novice, this 

is an opportunity to harness and build upon the recent growth and 

success of the Dragon Polo Club in one of the country’s finest equestrian 

centres.

NEW



Sign-up for QUEST takes place in SOCS via the Parent Portal, where 

extra information, including any equipment and additional costs 

are detailed.

Joining The QUEST

1  Log in to the Parent Portal

2  Select “Co-Curricular”

3  Select “Activities”

4  Choose “Set Preferences”

With the return of activities previously cancelled due to lockdown 

restrictions, individuals formerly allocated to TV, Putters, Reining, 

Bikeability and Antlers will automatically receive first refusal on 

places for those activities during this Module.

QUEST sign-up is not first-come, first-served. After the sign-up 

window closes, places will be allocated by an algorithm which 

is designed to allocate as many children as possible to their 

first choice activities. Once the window is closed and places are 

allocated, it will be possible to sign up for any activities where 

places remain using the same system as outlined above; this 

additional booking will run until individual activities become full.
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QUEST Awards
The QUEST Award Scheme shares its goals with 

the QUEST programme: recognising achievements 

and interests across different skills and strands, and this is 

the last chance this year to reach a desired target.

To earn a QUEST Award, a pupil needs to complete at least one 

module from each of the five strands during a School year. The 

first time they do this, they will earn a Bronze Award, the second 

time will be Silver, and third time around is the Gold.

A pupil who completed five modules from a single strand 

could also earn a “Specialist QUEST” award, recognising their 

commitment to that strand.

Bronze
1 year

Silver
2 years

Gold
3 years

One Module From All Five Strands
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Quiet & Question
9.30 Classical Dragons
11.00 Worldly Dragons
11.00 Snap Dragons
CQ Cultured Dragons

Understand & Create
9.30 Culinary Dragons (D)
9.30 Crafty Dragons 
9.30 Dragons Rock
9.30 Banksy Dragons
11.00 Culinary Dragons (E) 
11.00 Dragon Hits
11.00 Fire Breathing Dragons
11.00 Dragon TV

Exploration & Adventure
9.30 Dragon Ordinates
11.00 Dragons in the Wild
CQ Dragon Antlers*

Skills & Society
9.30 Greenclawed Dragons
9.30 Dragon Responders
11.00 Dragon Bees
CQ Bikeability Dragons ‡

Train & Play
9.30 Paddle Dragons (D)
9.30 Aquatic Dragons
11.00 Dragon Arrows
11.00 Sporticus Dragons
CQ Reining Dragons*
CQ Dragon Putters*

Specific details for each activity can be found on the 
SOCS sign-up pages. The school reserves the right to alter 
the activity programme if necessary, including if
insufficient numbers make a particular activity unviable.

Brand new activity

Denotes change from the previous module.

Denotes additional charge 

Eligible to children aged 9 years and above.

Choose your own QUEST...
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